INSTITUTE HOCKEY TEAM SCORES IMPRESSIVE SHUTOUT VICTORY OVER MASS. AGGIES SEXTET
Engineers Skated Easily Trounce M. A. C. Outfit

Visiting Goal-Tender Gives Poor Exhibition While Captain Nickle Has Fine Evening
--Four Goals in Last Period

The final 15 minutes, in which Technology scored four goals, fea-
tured the hockey game with Mass. Aggies in the Arena last night.
The score was 4-0, and the only legitimate chance Mass. Aggies
had was in the first period when, with the puck in the middle of
the ice, Captain Nickle failed to handle it properly, and the puck
went in. The game was played in a spirit of sportsmanship.

Joe Doulton, the Beaver center, got the first goal, followed
shortly by another, scored by Joe DuVernet. Another goal came
later in the period, which, with the period ended, had a total of
6-0.
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